CLIMATE ACTION PLAN FRAMEWORK
PUBLIC COMMENTS
707 Comments
STATIONARY ENERGY
25%

TOP SUPPORTED GOALS
25% -

- Promote

development of microgrids

Three new

TRANSPORTATION
37%

- Implement

Streets Policy and Active

and rollout of electric vehicle

energy programs by 2025

Transportation Program

and charging stations

"colored bike lanes separated from main roadway"

"more solar and less fuel or other things that will
damage the world more"

"It has to be quicker and easier to take public
transit if you want people to move away from cars."

WASTE

TOP SUPPORTED GOALS

39%

- Increase the reuse

and recovery of waste

- Transition to

green alternatives

AIR QUALITY

71% -

TOP SUPPORTED GOAL
Decrease ozone precursor emissions, including

nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds from
municipal vehicles by 10% by 2025

materials

"South Phoenix is plagued by dirt and
particulate emitting industrial uses"

"Less plastic packaging"
"Manufacturers need to be responsible for the
waste they produce"

"Make electric vehicles more attainable for
citizens"

HEAT

TOP SUPPORTED GOALS

45%

- Increase shade

29%

- Create a network of

provided by trees or

cool corridors in vulnerable

constructed shade

communities

"Encourage home builders to include
trees on each of the lots they develop"
"Ventilated cooling areas where people
can come for heat relief"

WATER

TOP SUPPORTED GOAL

60%

adoption

conservation and renewable-

"no carbon emissions by 2030...2050 is way too late"

39%

TOP SUPPORTED GOALS
Complete
28% - Increase the

- Improve conservation of water resources

We are in desert but everyone takes water for granted"

LOCAL FOOD SYSTEMS
45% -

TOP SUPPORTED GOAL

All people living in Phoenix should have

enough to eat and have access to affordable,
healthy, local, and culturally appropriate food.

"Healthy residents are productive
residents...local fruits and vegetables should be
cheaper and more accessible to poorer
communities"

2 Surveys
"Really
great job. I would love to

attend more."
487 responses

+

4 Workshops
186 participants

+

"Utilization of wastewater as many ways possible"

34 emails

Which actions in the Framework would you like to see accomplished by 2025?
"Plant more trees"

"ALL! Let’s get more ambitious, be a climate leader in the country.
Prioritize air and water."

"improve the sustainability and resilience of the surrounding
community's electricity grid"

"Specifically target vulnerable
communities with climate relief
actions."

"Just make sure any action plans you do are sustainable."

